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We have released an HR Audit Checklist in a number of the past 5 years. It has become our most popular download and the way most people join our community. The 2018 version had over 1500 downloads. Not bad for a small business blog. Last year we gave the audit, a glossary of terms, a summary to help get approval for new programs and a chance to
get our opinion on how to solve a particular situation. The feedback was very positive. We can probably release the same version again, updated with new law information, give the same add-ons as last year and call it a day. But that's not how we work. We want to make the audit process as simple as possible for companies. Furthermore, I wanted to create a
tool that startups can use to build HR infrastructure or that small businesses can use to control theirs. So that's what we created. Here's what you need to know about this year's offer. Two different formats When you download the audit this year, you have access to two different formats. One is a very detailed ebook that breaks out every part and explains what
comes with it. It's built for our do-it-yourself audience. The person who needs guidance and details, but wants to do the work himself. This guide states when employees with a certain number of employees only need a certain element to ensure that users can identify what applies to them and what doesn't. It also describes what is required by law and what
best practices are. While it is important for companies to set legal requirements, we know that the success of small business growth from a people perspective depends on some of these other best practices. If a best practice doesn't make sense to you right now, you can always come back later as you grow. The second format is a simple checklist. A grid type
of editable word document designed for the experienced HR professional who doesn't need an explanation, but wants a checklist to make sure they hit all bases. Because we know that our audit doesn't cover all regulations for every state and industry, we've left this in Word, so you add it because it makes sense to you. The download contains both so
practitioners can choose their preferred format or use a combination of both which is what we recommend. The ebook can be used to understand each component make sure you dive into the whole thing and the checklist can update your record of what's in place and what needs to work. But use them as you see best. Access to more DIYHR Help Over the
past year, we've Built. We know that many small businesses do not have the opportunity to work directly with a consultant to build and grow their business from an HR perspective. We started adding DIYHR offers last year and will add to that in 2019. These offers provide guidelines for HR programs, but let's do the work. Allows you to adapt to your
environment. Anyone who downloads the HR Audit Checklist will have early access to DIY offers as we roll them out. Many of these offers are complementary to our community, but for those who are not, members get a special discount. Access to our Small Business Community As stated in our Three Things post, we will increasingly find opportunities for our
members of our small businesses to connect with each other. This includes social media groups, special online Mastermind groups and more. We don't want a small business HR doctor to feel alone, even if they're the only HR person in their organization. We believe we are in a unique position to bring this group together and are determined to do more of that
in the coming years. Being connected to us means being connected to HR professionals for small businesses around the world. If all that sounds good to you and you still need to do an HR audit, why not download our checklist that you automatically add to our community. Get your HR back of the house in order, get ideas for more strategic level programs
that you implement to grow the business and gain access to a growing HR community for small businesses that will alleviate the feelings of going alone. Please fill in your details below and the audit is immediately available to you. This year, your company's internal audit is likely to give a little more control to your company's HR compliance policies and
procedures than in recent years. For example, this year's continued focus on the MeToo movement and concerns about sexual harassment means that your company needs to ensure it has rigorous training programs and protocols for reporting and investigating any allegations. Importance of HR Compliance Audits in 2019 Conducting an HR compliance audit
is an important part of the company's internal audit. HR compliance becomes more challenging each year and your business can do wisely to outsource it to ensure that all areas are treated thoroughly and objectively. Below is a checklist for 2019 to help your company with its HR compliance obligations: Employee files and records Let your employees check
and update their personal information for their benefits cards, tax documents, and other important matters. Have them specifically assessed: Home address/mailing address. Phone number. Benefit claimants, 401(k) benefits and any other benefits. Name change. Emergency contacts. Dependent information. Company Policy View your employee handbook
and workplace policy. Make sure the handbook relates company policy on: Sexual harassment. Bullying. Dress code, including tattoos, hair color and styles, piercings, perfumes and aromas that might disturb employees or customers. Privacy in the workplace. Personal use of mobile phones, including or texting during working hours, setting phones to vibrate,
rules while driving and taking photos during working hours. Internet/computer usage policies, including appropriate and inappropriate emails, prohibited internet sites and whether work emails and internet usage are monitored. Good and inappropriate relationships at work. Prohibition of discussing salaries or benefits with other employees. Drug-Free
Workplace Program, help to reduce employee compensation premiums and prevent or solve drug problems in the workplace. Equal Employment Opportunity policies that comply with all federal, state and local regulations. Social networking policies that include a ban on visiting social networking sites during working hours, information about whether
employees' posts will be allowed even when they are negative from the company or colleagues, or company officials will check their employees' personal social media pages, ban managers from friending or following employees on social media sites. (Keep in mind that NLRB regulations encourage employers not to tell employees what they can or can't post
on social media). Update all internal resources for the employee handbook and company policy. Give an updated employee handbook to employees. Check that employment law posters are up-to-date. Recruiting &amp; Hiring View the procedures for recruiting and interviewing new employees, writing down specific interview questions and who conducts the
interviews. See how the company checks credentials in accordance with employment law. View offer letters, contracts and new hiring orientations. View documents provided when hiring with a special emphasis on laws that prohibit discrimination against employees for religion, gender, race, national origin, or color and age. Check out your current application
form and any internal job descriptions. Make sure the Americans with Disabilities Act is complied with. Compensation, Benefits, &amp; Promotions Rate budget and allocations for accuracy to avoid overspending. Schedule performance reviews and review the process for planning them. Confirm the salary schedule for 2019. Calculate your FTE number to
determine if you are a major employer (ALE) (with more than 50 full-time equivalent employees) in 2019 for the Affordable Care Act and reporting requirements. Change summary descriptions to reflect any changes and distribute them to new entrations. Make sure elections are loaded correctly with plan carriers. Identify any elections that require proof of
unsustainability. Complaints Make sure your company has a procedure for employees to make complaints and to submit about prohibited activities in the workplace. Make sure your company does not retaliate against an employee for exercising these protected rights. Health &amp; Safety Check that the standards of the Health and Safety Act are being
observed and other safety issues in the workplace. If your company processes hazardous substances, the safety checklist must include federally approved methods for treatment, use, spillage, and disposal. Make sure it contains a requirement to tour the physical environment to ensure that the focus is on the safety of employees and customers. The
company's HR processes and functions check your employee ratings for purposes under the Fair Labor Standards Act overtime of wage obligations. Conduct a reassessment analysis to ensure that the company follows all state and federal labor laws. These statutes relate to: Family and medical leave. Health benefits. Pregnancy disability benefits and leave.
COBRA and unemployment benefits. Verify that other programs the company offers comply with applicable federal and state laws, such as drug- and alcohol-free workplace programs, rehabilitation services, or other voluntary work benefit programs. If your company has more than 50 employees and federal government contracts of at least $50,000, you are
covered by Affirmative Action and you need to update your positive action plan annually. Make sure your business meets those threshold requirements or not. If your company has at least 100 employees, you are covered by the Veterans Adjustment Act and must submit reports on your experienced employees within the relevant deadlines. Make sure your
business meets that requirement or not. Speaking to the HR Compliance Experts of Smart HR HR compliance audits can be daunting. Failure to comply with certain laws and regulations can result in significant fines and fines, as well as legal risks to your business. Contact Smart HR's HR compliance experts for more information about HR compliance audits.
Audits.
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